MASTER’S of SCIENCE in
LEADERSHIP AND
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Program Information
The Master’s of Science in Leadership and Organizational Development (MS LOD) builds essential skills in leadership and human systems within organizations. Using knowledge based on behavioral science, students gain skills to increase an organization’s effectiveness and health in a constantly changing environment.

All classes include interactive live webinars led by instructors who are industry experts, resulting in engaging learning experiences that challenge students to apply the course concepts to real-world, on-the-job situations. Students select from multiple areas of concentration to earn an academic certificate within the MS LOD.

Testimonial:
“My true passion lies in developing the teams I lead and enhancing learning amongst organizations. To me, the most meaningful part of leading a team is leaning into the continual growth and development of our most important asset—our people.

The MS LOD at UT Dallas surpassed my expectations by providing me with an enhanced perspective and equipping me with frameworks rooted in research that I use in the workplace daily.”

Contact Info:
Aura Thomas
Director, MS Leadership & Organizational Development
972.883.5754 | aura.thomas@utdallas.edu
obcc.utdallas.edu

Track Choices:
Transformational Leadership
Organizational Consulting
Strategic Human Resources
Executive & Professional Coaching

No GRE or GMAT Required

Fully Online

$32,400

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS
Naveen Jindal School of Management
Organizational Behavior, Coaching and Consulting
MS in Leadership and Organizational Development Curriculum**

OB 6348 Leadership Concepts and Practices
OB 6301 Organizational Behavior
OB 6331 Power and Politics in Organizations
OB 6342 Organizational Diagnosis
OB 6346 Leading Organizational Change
OB 6334 Foundations in Organizational Development
OB 6382 Transformational Leadership
OB 6377 Neuropsychology of Leadership
OB 6356 Leadership Decision Making
OB 6357 Team Behavior and Dynamics
BPS 6332 Strategic Leadership
OB 6344 Org Development: Bridging Theory and Practice
OB 6384 Managing Conflict in Personal and Prof Settings

**Courses may be subject to change